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Diploma Studio Ten

Dip 1: Mihail-Andrei Jipa, Natasha Coutts, Sarah Shuttle-
worth, Georgia Rose Collard-Watson, Dhiren Patel, George 
Guest, Jessica Beagelman, Tim Clare, Alex Woolgar, Philip 
Hurrell, Mark Simpson, Josh Haywood, William Garforth-
Bles

Dip 2: Maria Valente, Michael Clarke, Dan Dodds, Jacob 
Alsop, Athanasios Korras, Luka Kreze, Emma Whitehead, 
Chris Ingram

WeWantToLearn.net

TESTING: The students began with an in-
tensive period of both analogue and digital 
experiments exploring generative systems as 
precedent, from natural, structural, geometri-
cal, physical or mathematical which ranged 
from molecules to clouds, from equations to 
geometrical patterns, from gridshells to wasps 
nests and were documented through rigorous 
diagramming. Accompanied by software train-
ing sessions students explored techniques 
and developed skills in computational design 
including parametric tools, environmental 
analysis, physics modelling, recursion and 
iteration.  Each student developed an arsenal 
of digital and representation skills as well as a 
systematic architectural strategy which they 
incorporated in later work. The brief ended 
with a short but fun trip to Zürich where we 
visited the CAAD groups (Computer Aided 
Architectural Design) at the ETH and IBOIS 
(laboratory for timber construction) at the 
EPFL.

TEMPLATE: Continuing our involvement with 
Burning Man Festival, a lesson in radical self-
reliance in an extreme environment, students 
proposed beautiful and programmatically re-
sponsible low cost temporary structures with 
the aim of inspiring awe, against a dramatic 
backdrop of alternative culture. 

Man organisation, our studio will be building 
two student projects at the festival this Sum-
mer, ‘Fractal Cult’ by Athanasios Korras and 
‘Shipwreck’ by Georgia Rose Collard Watson 
with the help of Ramboll Computational De-
sign (RCD) as engineer.

TEMPLE: This year we sought modern inter-
pretations of the ‘temple’ archetype, relevant 
to our age, buildings which were often closely 
linked to geometric, astrological, temporal, so-
lar and cardinal systems, and were often very 
innovative structurally for their time. Build-
ing upon earlier work the students proposed 
individual topics and sites, and questioned 
what contemporary activities or rituals take 
place today, what is considered sacred, what 
is respected enough to be lifted above the 
mundane and through what collaborations 
and economic relationships may these rituals 
give rise to contemporary temples.

Students also became editors of WeWant-
ToLearn.net, a live blog, sharing work, research 
and resources, which has received more than 
300,000 views to date and has become an in-
valuable resource for those seeking inspiration 
within and without the architectural spectrum 
from across the globe.

Guest Critics: 
Nick Ierodiaconou, Alastair Parvin, Daniel Piker, 
Lawrence Lek, David Andreen, Colin Ball, Magnus 
Larsson, Harri Lewis, Stephen Melville, Karl-Kjestrup 
Johnson, Adam Holloway, Jack Munro, Savvas 
Havatzias, Tommaso Franzolini, Miriam Dall’Igna

Toby Burgess, Arthur Mamou-Mani

Mihail Andrei Jippa - Temple to infinity





4 Marilu Valente:: Bio-Plastic Experiments - Chris Ingram: : Celestial Field - Dan Doods : Light Harmonograph



Burning Man Festival Winning Projects: Georgia-Rose Collard Watson: Ship Wreck, Anasthasios Korras: Fractal Cult 



6 Jacob Alsop: Wax pouring experiments and Temple to Bees



Luka Kreze: Tensegrity model and Temple to the Revolution



8 Josh Haywood:: Monastic cells vs. Prison Cells, A Temple to Light



Michael Clarke -  The Wiki Vault - The Temple to Making - A Parametric  interface for CNC-milled reciprocal frames


